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Indonesia was the top global land use emitter in 2012 

•  44% of global land use and forestry emissions came 
from Indonesia in 2012 

•  Halting global deforestation could make up to 
25-35% of global action to address climate change 

Land-Use Change and Forestry 
Emissions, 2012 

Brazil 

Indonesia 

Rest of the World 

Source: WRI, 2015  
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The international community has a huge opportunity to 
help reduce emissions and build resilience in Indonesia   

•  Govt. of Indonesia has committed to reduce 
emissions by 26% by 2020, scaling up to 29% by 
2030, and further extending to 41% with 
international support 

•  Indonesia plans to meet 88% of its emission 
reductions target from forest and peat sector 
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3.2 Indonesia’s emission reduction targets, 
plans, and policies

Through the 2015-2019 National Mid-Term 
Development Plan (RPJMN), the new Indonesian 
government reaffirmed Indonesia’s commitments 
to reduce GHG emissions by 26% by 2020.7 The 
Government subsequently announced an extended 
goal to reduce emissions by 29% by 2030 through 
the submission of Indonesia’s intended nationally 
determined contribution (INDC) in the lead up to 
the Paris Climate Conference.8  Indonesia is striving 
to realize these reductions while achieving broader 
sustainable development and economic goals, aiming 
to meet economic growth targets of 7% on average 
over the same period. The Ministry of Finance’s 2014 
Green Planning and Budgeting Strategy has cautioned 
that spending on green priorities will have to rise from 
current levels of around 1% to 3.8% by 2025 to maintain 
7% economic growth target levels, otherwise economic 
growth is likely to drop to 3.5% due to losses associated 
with climate change and degradation of natural 
resources (MoF 2014). Given the important contribution 
of land use to both Indonesia’s emissions and economic 
growth, as well as high vulnerability to climate impacts, 
transitioning to low carbon climate resilient land use is 
a key challenge for the Government of Indonesia (GoI) 
and its development partners. Achieving this goal will 
require changes in regulation and policy incentives, 
supported by domestic public budgets and international 
financial support where appropriate. Indeed, Indonesia’s 
National Action Plan on Reducing Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions (RAN-GRK) expects 88% of emission 
reductions for the 26% target to come from forests and 
peat land (Table 1).

In what Halimanjaya and Maulidia (2014) call “a period 
of enormous experimentation and innovation with 

7 The RPJMN incorporates Indonesia’s target announced in 2011 to reduce 
emissions by 26% against business as usual by 2020. This was regulated 
as part of their National Action Plan to Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
(RAN GRK) through Presidential Regulation 61/2011. A National Action 
Plan on Climate Change Adaptation (RAN-API) has also been developed.

8 Indonesia’s Environment and Forestry Minister announced that this target 
would be extended to 29% for 2030 (Christina 2015), as part of its as part 
of its INDC submitted to the UNFCCC on 24th September: http://www4.
unfccc.int/submissions/INDC/Published%20Documents/Indonesia/1/
INDC_REPUBLIC%20OF%20INDONESIA.pdf. The INDC has been met with 
some criticism for its lack of ambition and data transparency (http://www.
greenpeace.org/international/Global/international/briefings/forests/2015/
Indonesia%20INDC%20Briefer.pdf; http://www.wri.org/blog/2015/09/
indonesia’s-draft-climate-plan-indc-good-start-improvements-necessary-
success; http://climatepolicyinitiative.org/2015/09/28/indonesias-indc-a-
step-forward-or-a-missed-opportunity/).

institutional arrangements in response to climate 
change” (p.2), the Government of Indonesia has 
implemented some important policies in recent years 
that aim to reduce emissions from land use sectors. 
In 2011, a two-year moratorium on new concessions 
in primary natural forest and peat land areas was 
introduced and has since been twice renewed (TLS 
2015).  While it has been criticized for having several 
loopholes, the moratorium is estimated to have reduced 
emissions by several percentage points since it was 
enacted.9 The government has also introduced its own 
Indonesia Sustainable Palm Oil standard, although 
experts point out that the standard may require some 
strengthening to deliver the desired sustainability 
outcomes.10 Finally progress has also been made 
towards creating “Onemap,” a database bringing 
together land use, land tenure, and other spatial data 
to help overcome land title disputes. This progress may 
have contributed to the downturn in 2013 in tree loss, 
however, much more needs to be done to turn this into 
a stable downward trend (Dharmasaputra and Wahyudi 
2014, Sizer et al. 2015, Seymour 2015).

9 To evaluate the probable effectiveness of the forest moratorium, Busch 
et al. (2015) estimate that emissions from deforestation from 2000 to 
2010 would have been 2.5–6.4% lower if the moratorium had also been 
in place in those years. They demonstrate that the moratorium would 
have been more effective had it applied also to existing (not just new) 
concessions and to areas outside of concessions and protected areas. In 
addition to those concerns, the moratorium has also been criticized for not 
covering secondary forests, for a slow start (which allowed concessions 
to be given out before the regulation was enacted) and for changes in 
land designations and for strategic exemptions allowed (Busch et al. 2015, 
Murdiyarso 2011).

10 The ISPO was designed by the Ministry of Agriculture and is mandatory for 
all growers, unlike RSPO which is voluntary. However the environmental 
and social standards in ISPO have been evaluated as lower or less clear in 
many cases (see Yaap and Paoli 2014).

Table 1 Emission reduction targets stipulated in the RAN-GRK to 
reach a 26% reduction

SECTOR Gt CO2(e) % TOTAL

AGRICULTURE 0.008 1%

FOREST AND PEAT LAND 0.672 88%

ENERGY AND TRANSPORT 0.038 5%

INDUSTRIAL 0.001 0%

WASTE 0.048 6%

Total 0.767 100%

Source: RAN-GRK 
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But not enough climate finance is flowing to land 
use sectors, especially from international partners 

The 26% target requires USD 11-15 billion per year in 2020. 

Source: Ministry of Finance Mitigation Fiscal Framework 2012 
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Public climate 
finance disbursed 

at least 

USD951 million 
in 2011. 

 
Development 

partners 
contributed USD 

323 million. 

66% 

34% 
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But only 18% 
of development 
partner finance 

flowed to the  
land sector – a 

surprisingly small 
share, given the 

international focus 
on reducing 

deforestation in 
Indonesia. 
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Land-use deep-dive - this study finds that: 

•  While international disbursements to the land use 
sector are low, the focus of existing development 
finance is well directed 

•  But, finance is often too short-term to deliver 
desired results 

•  Management by international rather than local 
organizations is limiting its effectiveness 

•  Better coordination presents the best opportunity 
to maximize the next phase of international 
support – and although politically challenging,  
there are some specific steps forward 
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Study Approach 
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Objectives 

•  Understand how land use climate finance from 
international partners is flowing: actors, 
instruments, activities 

•  Assess role & value add of international 
development partners 

•  Identify implementation challenges 
•  Propose opportunities to improve the 

effectiveness of development cooperation  
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The Landscape of Climate Finance Framework 
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2. Approach
The analysis presented in this paper uses the 
“landscape of climate finance” analytic framework 
developed through Climate Policy Initiative’s Landscape 
of Climate Finance reports (see Buchner et. al 2011a, 
2011b, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015; Ampri et. al, 2014; Juergens 
et. al, 2012) whereby selected climate finance flows are 
mapped out visually for the latest year for which data is 
available. As shown in Figure 1, the approach maps the 
lifecycle of finance flows along the horizontal access, 
identifying the sources of finance, who intermediates 
and disburses the finance and what financial 
instruments they use and finally what mitigation or 
adaptation activities money is spent on. The vertical 
access instead moves from public to private actors and 
instruments. The landscape framework allows us to 
have a good overview or ‘snapshot’ of who is investing 
in emissions reduction and climate resilience efforts 
around the world or in a particular country, through 
what instruments, and what they are investing in. By 
identifying what is already happening on the ground, 
the landscape approach can provide a baseline against 
which to measure progress toward economic and 
environmental goals and plan scale up. It also reveals 

investment patterns that pinpoints where the biggest 
barriers and opportunities lie. A landscape approach 
can also help international partners and governments 
identify the best ways for tailoring international support 
to complement domestic efforts and improve coherence 
across a range of actors. The framework does not show 
the revenue sources for domestic government nor the 
revenue transfers which occur across different levels 
of government. Falconer et al. 2015a and Mafira and 
Sutiyono 2015 explore aspects of revenue collection, 
allocation, and distribution, and their impacts on land 
use in detail.

This paper provides a ‘deep dive’ sectoral analysis 
of international development partner data collected 
for the Indonesian Landscape (Ampri et al. 2014), 
including information on 69 agriculture and forestry 
projects reported by 15 of the biggest international 
development partners operating in Indonesia. Basic 
project information (donor agency, project name, 
sector, financial instrument, recipient, and channel) 
and the disbursement value for 2011 was collected 
for these projects as part a survey carried out for the 
Indonesia Landscape.2 Data also includes disbursements 

2 For the forestry and agriculture sectors, our data includes the following 

Figure 1  The Climate Finance Landscape framework

  

 

 

 
 

SOURCES AND 
INTERMEDIARIES INSTRUMENTS DISBURSEMENT 

CHANNELS USES

PUBLIC 
FINANCE

PUBLIC-
PRIVATE

PRIVATE 
FINANCE

Domestic 
Government

International 
government

Development 
Finance 
Institutions

Climate Funds

Capital Markets

Business

Budgets

Grants

Risk 
Management

Debt

Equity

Balance sheet 
financing

Public

Private

Adaptation, 
Mitigation

Specific uses 
(sector, type 
of support)

Source: Buchner et al. 2011a, 2011b, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015.
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Approach for the tracking public climate finance in 
Indonesia 

•  Collected data on disbursements of public climate 
finance in 2011 
•  coded 12,000 lines of state budget for 11 key 

ministries 
•  surveyed 25 international development partners 
•  reviewed national data on local government 

transfers and a case study for one region  
•  literature review of 46 state-owned enterprises 
•  conducted many interviews with stakeholders.  
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International land use finance deep dive 

•  69 projects by 15 donors and 2 climate funds 
•  Literature review for additional project 

information and contextual data 
•  Expert interviews to help interpret our findings 

and build recommendations, focused on: 
–  The suitability of current support 
–  The value add of international support 
–  Operational challenges and ways forward 
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Study Findings 
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Disbursement to land use sectors is low 

Source: OECD, 2015 

International climate finance commitmetns to forestry and 
agriculture in Indonesia (USD million) 
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Low disbursement reflects the dominance of grants for 
indirect activities as well as implementation challenges 

93% grants 

47% grants 

Agri &  
Forestry 

All  
sectors 

Source: author’s assessment based on review of 
project documentation where available 
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88% of international finance disbursed to the land use 
sectors in 2011 was from bilateral donors, with the 
remainder from multilateral organizations or funds 

Cumulative climate marked ODA in the agriculture and 
forestry sectors, 2010-2013 (USD million) 

Source: OECD, 2015 
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Most international finance is managed by international 
entities, which may impede sustainability of results 

Source: authors’ interpretation based on publically available project documentation. Note: we aimed to identify the type of organization 
that managed the finances of projects and was mainly in charge of the project implementation and direction. In reality, most projects have a 
decision-making structure involving key government partners and stakeholders, while beneficiaries are varied and multiple. 
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Finance focused on capacity building and strengthening 
of enabling environments is well directed given persisting 
weaknesses 

Key enabling environment 
challenges include: 
 
•  lack of spatial information 

on concessions, licenses 
and permits  

•  lack of recognition of 
customary land rights  

•  conflict over land rights 
and illegality in land use 

•  limited capacity of 
institutions and human 
resources 

•  lack of political support 
and corruption  
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However, public finance needs to transition from supporting 
enabling activities toward direct implementation 
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There are mixed views on the role and value add of 
development partners 

ü Accelerate 
government 
activities not 
covered by the 
national budget 

ü  Building capacity of 
local civil society 
organizations 

ü Help overcome inter-
ministerial blockages 

ü  Progress to build 
awareness of REDD+ 
issues 

 

•  New cooperation 
models have proven 
challenging e.g. 
performance based 
payments 
(Indonesia-Norway 
agreement), funds 

•  Some opposition to 
external support 
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Addressing development cooperation challenges could 
further improve effectiveness of finance 

•  Local organizations frequently struggle to meet 
diverse reporting requirements or follow application 
procedures for development partner funding 

•  Program knowledge is frequently lost following host 
government staff rotations 

•  Funding timescale are commonly too short to enable 
full implementation and meet project goals  

•  Significant duplication of donor efforts – with 
overlapping projects often running in silos within same 
or parallel ministries  
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Recommendations & Ways Forward 
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Development partners and the Government of Indonesia 
need to coordinate more systematically to support 
regulatory reform and improve systems 

•  Working together to form a vision for land use that 
is cross-ministerial, cross-jurisdictional, and cross-
donor 

•  Creating a comprehensive public database of 
international development partner activities and 
disbursements 
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Development partners can make adjustments to 
improve effectiveness & longevity of programs 

•  Develop funding mechanisms that delink funding 
from political cycles, enabling sustained support 
for land use projects over extended durations 

•  Work with local delivery agents who are better 
placed to maintain longer term relationships with 
local government  

•  Take care during project inception to prepare full 
risk assessments and realistic, participatory 
implementation plans 

•  Aim to provide systems and outputs that can 
quickly transfer data and information to local 
officials following staff rotations 
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Leverage greater finance and impact by building up the 
capacity of Indonesian organizations and promoting 
innovative public private funding partnerships  

•  Assisting Indonesian institutions meeting 
accreditation requirements to access 
international funds directly  

•  Streamlining administrative requirements and 
offering support to meet them to potential local 
implementing organizations 
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Explore the report further... 

DOWNLOAD THE REPORT: 
http://climatepolicyinitiative.org/publications/ 

 

CONTACT US WITH ANY FEEDBACK: 
mia.fitri@cpi-indo.org 
angela.falconer@cpivenice.org 
sky.glenday@cpi-indo.org 
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